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ABSTRACT. First, we introduce a general notion of functional calculus 

over an algebra ofoperators, relative to an algebra of functions. 
Next, we apply this notion to the cases of certain pseudo-differential 

operators and certain regularizing operators. We give a functional cal 
culus over sorne algebras of classes of those pseudo-differential oper~ 

tors, relative to C·(R). Also, we obtain a functional calculus over re 
gularizing self-adjoint operators, relative to sorne real continuous 
functions. 

INTRODUCTION. Let A be a bounded, linear, self-adjoint operator defi

ned in a Hilbert space H. If P represents the algebra of one variable 
polynomials with real coefficients, it is known that the map 

P - L(H) 

is continuous, if P is provide with the topology of uniform convergence 

in the compact sets of R. 

Thus ,we can define feA) for any continuo.us function f:R--+R. In this 

way, we determine what is usually .called a functional calculus oyer 
the real sub-algebra of L(H), generated by the self-adjoint operator . 

A. 

Here, we first intend to give a mOTe precise notion of a functional 

calculus.over an.algebra of operators.Next, we introduce sorne alge
bras of classes ofpseudo-differential operators ,and we study the pos

sibility of defining a functional calculus oyer them, in the following 

way: If K is sorne of these algebras with the composition of represent~ 
tives as a product, there exists a functional calculus oyer K giyen by 

P --:-+ K 

P - peA) for A E K, fixed 

What we do then, is to endowe P and K with adequate topologies, such 
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that this map is' continuous, and can be extended to a reasonablywide 
class of functions. This is developed in Section 2. 

In Section 3, we define a functional calculus over each algebra in
troduced. There, we find the same asymptotic expansion obtained by 
Strichartz in [ 1]. To estimate the order of each term in this expan
sion, wé include the proof of Strichartz, adapted to our situation. 

In Section 1, we study a general notion of functional calculus. 

Fo:r a theory of pseudo-differential operators, see [2]. 

As we said above, we obtain here·a functional calculus over classes 
of pseudo-differential operators. Using these results, it is p¿ssible 
to define an "exact" functional calculus. This, will be the subject 
of oiher paper, i~ pieparation with Prof. A.P. Calder6n. 

1 •. A NOYION OF FUNCYIONAL CALCULUS. 

P will always denote tbe algebra of one variable polynomials, wi th' 
real coefficients. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let F be a real algebra of functions f: R -+ R, with 
th~ pointwise multiplication product; we suppose that P is contained 
in F. Let K denote a real algebra of operators that are defined from 
some topological vector space into itself, with the composition as a 
producto 
A functional calculus over K with respect to .F, is a ~ap 

(f ,A) -----+ 8 (f ,A) f (A) 

that verifies: 
1) I f is the function wi th cons tant value 1 an:d K is a uni tary al 

gebra wi th identi ty I, 8 (l,A) I, V A E K. 

2) If t isthe function f(t) = t , 8 (t,A) = A, V A E K 

3) 8(a l f l + a 2f 2,A) = a l8(f l ,A) + a 28(f l ,A), \¡ aiE R, f i E F, A E K. 

4) 8(f l .f 2,A) = 8(f¡,A) o 8(f 2,A), 'd f i E F, A E K. 

These axioms, are satisfied by the examp~~ given in the introduction;. 
buf this calculus, verífies also the following supplementary property: 

Accordingly, we state: 

5) If the algebra F is closed under compo.sition, then 

8(f1'8(f2,A)) = 8(f l o f 2,A), 'd f i E F , A E K • 

A' functlonal calculus that sa"tisfies 5), wi11 be called complete. 
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TliEOREM 1.1. We 8uppose F and K with st~uatures of Fréahet aZgebras 

suah that: i) Pis d~nse in F. 
ii) Given A E K.the ~ap 

P- K 

P - peA) is aontinuous. 

Then. there exists a unique way of extending the basia aaZauZus peA). 
to a funationaZ aaZauZus8 over K .with respeat to F. 
Moreover. we suppose: 

iii) F is aZosed under aomposition. The map 

F x F -->- F 

(f ,g) - f o g is aontinuous in ea ah variabZe. 

iv) The map 

K-K 

A - peA) is aontinuous.given P E P. 

Then. the funationaZ aaZauZus 8 is aompZete. 

Proof. The map P - peA), js linear and continuous,defined in coun-· 
tab1y semi-normed spaces; moreover, P is dense in F and K is complete; 
so,this map can be extended in a unique way to F . 

Let 8 this extension, that determines a map 8:F x K - K . It is 
not difficu1t, by pass~ge to the limit, to verify that.8 is afunctio

na1 ca1cu1us. With res~ect to the comp1eteness, we have to show that 
8 (fl'~ (f2,A)) = 8 (fI o f 2 ,A), Iffi E F, A E K: 

Given fl'f 2 E F, 1et {Pk }, {Qj} be sequences in P, such that Pk- f I , 

Qj - f 2 ' in F . If k, j ;;a. 1 , we have 8 (Pk ,8 (Q. ,A)) = 8 (Pk o Qj ,A) . 
J 

For k ;;a. 1 , A E K fixed, let j 
__ 00 

Under the hypothesis made, is 

Now, we 1et k - 00; making use again of the hypothesis, we conc1ude 
the comp1eteness of 8. 

REMARK 1.1. We rep1ace in Theorem 1.1 the condi tion ii) by 

ii)' The map P - K 
P ----+ peA) 

is continuous,uniform1y with respect to A on the bounded sets of K. 
Then, the functiona1 ca1cu1us 8, is a1so continuous in the second va
riab1e. 

In fact, given f E 

B. - A in K. We 
J 

Let {Pk } e P, with 

F, A E K, 1et {B.} e K be a sequence such that 
J 

haveto sh?w, that 8(f,A) = 1im 8(f,B j ). 

Pk- f in F. If 11 11 denotes any of the semi-norms 
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defining the topology in K, we have: 

110 (f , B .) - O (f ,A) 11 ,;;; 11 O (f , B .) - O (Pk , B . ) 11 + 
J J J 

+ IIO(Pk,B j ) - O (Pk,A) 11 + 110 (Pk,A) - O(f,A)1I 

The sequence {B.} together with its limit A, form a bounded set in K; 
J 

so that, by ii)', we canmake the first and the third term in the ri-

ght member <E/3, E> O given, for k;;;;' ko(E), not depending on j. 

Nów, if we fix k = ko ' we can make the second term < E/3, for 
j ;;;;. jO(E), by the condition iv) of Theorem 1.1. 

2. SOME ALGEBRAS OF CLASSES OF PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS. 

First, we remind sorne definitions and basic properties from the theo

ry of pseudo-differential operators. 

For m E R, let 

{a 

where Da denotes 
x 

a a a 1 a u 
(-) 0 ... 0(-) 
oX 1 oX u 

Given a E Sm, the expression 

Af(x) = f .. 
where f is the Fourier transform of f, defines a continuous linear op~ 

rator A: C~(Ru) ---+ Coo(Ru), of order ,;;; m. A is called a pseudo-dif-
° ferential operator of order ,;;; m. 

The function a(x,El is determined uniquely by A and is called the sym
bol of the operator and denoted a(A). 

When the distribution kernel associated to A has proper support, we 

shall say that A is properly supported. In this case, A maps Coo(Ru) to 
° 

1m will denote the complex vector space of properly supported pseudo

-differential operators of order ,;;; m. 

As a particular case, rO is closed under composition and adjunction; 

thus~ with these operations, l° is a self-adjoint algebra. We shall be 

interested on sorne elements of l° ,for whose definition, we shall need 

the notion of sum of an asymptotic expansion: 

Let {aj } b~ a sequence in So, such that ajE s-j, for all j ;;;;. O. 

We can prove that there exists an element a E So, verifying 
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a. E S-N 
J 

'd N;;;' 1. 

We shall say that !!. is a sl,lm of the expansion r a j , which we denote 
by a - r a .. 

j J 

If S-oo = () s-j 

HO 

dulo S_oo. 

DEFINITION 2.1. 

, it is clear that 

Following [21, let 

{A E l° /0 (A) - ¿ a j 
hO 

j 

the sum of I a. is determined 
J j 

-j 
, with a j a function in S , 

mo-

which coincides for IEI ;;;. 1/2, with a function in 

Coo(Rnx(Rn,O)) positively homogeneous in E of degree 

- j, a ° real}. 

IH is a real algebra, with the operations induced by l°. 

In fact, we can show that if A,B E I H, with oCA) - ¿a., a(B)-¿ b k , 

then 'we have: j J k 

a (AoB) ¿ [ ¿ 
l. k+j+1 al =l. 

The importance of this class is that, if A E I H, each term in an asy~ 

ptotic expansion for a (A) is uniquely determined for lE I ;;;. 1/2. 

In fact, if we suppose that a CA) is also an asymptotic sum of 

under the same conditions, we have O - ¿(a. " a!). 
j J J 

By the definition of a sum, we have a - a' E S-l; thus, 
o o 

L a! 
j J 

By the homogeneity condition, if E is fixed with IEI ;;;. 1/2, we have 

lao(x,n-a~(x,nl = limlao(x,An-a~(x,Xnl"-; e lim (l+IXEI)-l =0. 
A+oo A+OO 

So that, ao(x,n = a~(x.,n inRn x {IEI ;;;'1/2} 

Applying the same argument to the other terms, we conclude the state
mento 

DEFINITION 2.2. Given k = 1,2, ... , let 

O for 0"-; < k}. 
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Using the resul ts about composi tion, wé can show that C k is a two
R 

sided ideal of IR' Thus, we can form the quotient 

and provide it with a structure of real algebra. 

If - . k A E J , an operator A E IR will be a standard representative of 

the class, if 

We can define in Jk a topological structure by the semi-norms: 

sup 
xl' RO ,1 ~I =1 
I al , I 131 Sh 

k THEOREM 2.1. With this topology,J is a Fréahet algebra. 

Proof: It is not difficult to show that these semi-norms define in Jk 

a structure of topological vector space, locally convex and separated. 

As the family of semi-norms is countable, it is sufficient to prove 

that Jk is complete by sequences, to conclude that it is a Fréchet 

space. Let {Am} be a Cauchy sequence with respect to all the semi

-norms {P~}h' This means, that given j = 0,1, ... ,k-l, ~nd for each 

° a 13 ° E N, {DxD~aj,m}m is a uniform Cauchy sequence in R x{I~1 = n. 
Thus, there exists a function a. Q(x,~) ,defined and continuous in this 

J a,., 

set, such that Da D~ a. ---->-;;:'. Q , in RO x {I ~I = n. 
x ~ J,m -;-+ Jap 

Let us consider the function b. Q(x,e) defined in RO~(Ro\O), as: Jap 

b jaa is a continuous function over ROx(Ro\O) , positively homogeneous 

in~ ofdegree -j-li3I. 

Moreover, let;;:'. (x,n be the function of C""(Rox(Ro\O)) positively 
J ,m 

homogeneoui in ~ of degree -ji with which a. (x,e) coincides for J,m 
lel ;;;. 1/2. By the definition of b. Q(x,O, wehave that {DaD~;;:'. } Jap X~J.mm 

converges uniformly in ROx K, for each compact set K e RO\O, to b jaa 
In fact, 

a 13 -ID D .. a. (x,O-b. Q(x,OI = x ~ J,m Jap 
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Thus, we conclude that the functionb j = b jOO belongs to 

Now, let ~ E e~(Rn) be, such that O < ~ < 1, ~a) ¡: I ~I ;;. 1/2 

I~I < 1/4 

The function a.(x,~) = b. (i,~).~a), belongs to e·(Rn x Rn) and coin 
J J 

cides with b. (x,~) for I ~I ;;. 1/2. Moreover, . J . 

a. 
J ,m 

--+ 
--+ 

n 
in Rn x {I ~i =1} and a (x,~) is a real func

o .. 

k-l 
tion. Thus, if we consider an operator A E 10 with a(A)- ¿ aJ., 

j=O 

we conclude from the preceding arguments, that AE IH and that {Am} 

- k converges to A in J . 

Finally,·we show that the product in J~, is continuous with respect 

to this topology: 

Let A,B E Jk and A,B E IH be, representatives of these classes, 

such that a(A) 
k-l k-l 

¿ aJ.· , a (B) - ¿ bh . As we saia above, AoB 
j=O h=O 

is the class in Jk of an operator e E I H, with 

k-l 
a (e) ¿ 

.t=O 

(_i)1 al [¿ .. ""--=L--_ 

j+h+1 al =.t . , 
a. 

From this, we can show tha t gi ven a ·semi -norm p~ in Jk, there exis ts. 

er > O, such that 

This proves the colltinui ty of the product. 

DEFINITION 2.,3. Following [21 , we consider 

Given A E C·, ifwe look a(A) as a sum of the expansion with every 

term equal to zero, 1-· is cO'ntained in 1 . Moreover, 1- 00 is a two-
H. . 
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-sided ideal of la' 

Thus, we can form the quotient Jm 
st~ucture of real algebra, 

Ia/COO ánd provide i t wi th a 

As 1-m is contained in I~k V.k ~ 1, there exists a unique homomor

phism ~k' making the following diagram commutative: 

We consider in Joo , the initial topology induced by the maps ~k' This 

topology, is defined by the family of semi-norms {P~}k,h • 

THEOREM 2.2. WitH this topoZogy, Joo is' a Frdahet aZgebra. 

Proo!: 1t is analogous to that of Theorem 2.1. 

Until now, we nave studied, essentially, the pseudo-differential ope

rators in I H, save sorne error in I~k or 1-00
• Now, we shall analyze 

these classes. 

Ht denotes the Sobolev space oí order t Csee [2]). 

As was said above, the operators in 1m are oí order ~ m; so that, they 

can be extended to linear continuous operators from L2 to H-m,and Hm 

to L2• The operators in I;k, have order ~ -k, thus, they can be exte!!. 

ded to linear continuous operators from L2 to Hk ,and H-k to L2• 

DEFINITION 2.4. Given k 0,1 , ... , let 

R-k {R: C"CRn) --+- D' CRn) / D(lR, RD(l can be extended to 
o 

bounded linear operators írom L2 into itself,lal~ k}. 

1~k is contained in. R-k , but this is a strict inclusion, because all 

theoperators in C k are in R-k . What is important, is that the opera-
k -k tors in R- have the same property that the operators of la ,that is, 

to regularize to the order k, i.e. to map continuously L2 in Hk and H- k 

2 . -k in L . 1t is then natural, to call the operators in R ,regularizing 
operators of order k. 

We consider in R-k , the topoJ.ogy\given by the norm: 
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¿ 11 DaRII + 11 RDall 
I al sk 

where 11 11 means the norm in L(L 2). 

THEOREM 2.3. With the aomposition o[ the operators as a produat, R- k 

is, with this norm, a aomplex, s.elf-adjoint B.an.aah algebra. 

Proof: It is clear that R- k is a complex normed algebra. It is self

adjoint, because as li;near operators in L(L 2), we have 

(D~R/ = (-1)1 al R*D a ; (RDa) *' = (-1)1 alDaR* 

Wi th respect to the completeness, if {Rj} is a Gauchy sequence in. 
th1S space, there exists for O <1 al. .;;; k, linear ,continuous operators 

from L(L 2) into itself, R, Ra , Ra , such that 

R. -.. R 
J 

DaR. Ra as j --. 00 in L (L 2) • 
J 

, 

R.D a • Ra 
J 

Given ~,~ E Coo(Rn), we have, in the distributions sense: 
o 

lim (_1)lal (R.~, Da~ ) 
J 

We proceed wi1:h Ra in the same way; obtai~g in the distributions 

sense 

Then, we conclude that R E R- k and that R. --. R 
J 

As we said at the beginning, we want todefine a functional calculus 

with respect to a sufficiently wide classof functions.' For this, we 

-k need to considera sub-algebra oí R . 

DEFINITION 2.~. Given a self-adjoint .operator A inR-k ,let A-k a clo 

sed real sub-algebra of R- k , genJrated by a maximal family of commu

ting self-adjoint operators, conta,ining A. 

Then, A-k is a Banach real algebra with the induced topology. 

Moreover, if,.R E A-k , we have 11 DaRII = 11 (RDa ) *11 = 11 RDall . 

Thus, the topology induce<Í by that oí R,-·k in A -k ,1'5 give'n bythe 
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norm 

Now, we consider the operators in I-~. These operators, can be exte~ 

ded to linear continuous operatprs from Ht to HS , V s,t E R. Thus, 
we define: 

DEFINITION 2.6. R-~ = {R: C~(Rn)--+D'(Rn) I DaR, RD a can be 
o 

extended to bounded linear operators from L2 

into i tself, V IX E Nn }. 

The operators in R-~ are called regularizing operators of infinite 

order. 

I- ro is strictly contained in R- ro Moreover, R-~ is a sub-algebra of 

R- k ,V k > 1. Thus, we can define in R- ro the initial topology induced 

by these inclusions; this topology is defined by the filtered family 

of semi-norms {Pk}k~O' 

Given a self-adjoint operator A in R- ro , we consider, as aboye, a real 

closed sub-algebra, A-ro, generated by a maximal family of commuting 

self-adjoint .operators containing A. 

A-ro is a real Fréchet algebra, with the topology induced by that of 

R- ro ; this topology, may be defined with the semi-norms {qk}k~O . 

3. EXISTENC; OF FUNCTIONAL CALCULlI. 

As was mentioned in the introduction, there is a functional calculus 

0k that could be called elementary, over Jk, with respect to P. 0k is 

nothing else than the map resulting of the factorization of the dia

gram 

P x IR IR 

1 °k 1 
P x Jk Jk 

That is, ° k (P ,A) P (A). 

In the same way, we define an elementary calculus over J~ , with res

pect·to P, that will be denoted 8~. 8 k and 8 are clearly complete. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let 

SR = {a E SO I a = oCA), for some A E IR} 

S;k = {a E S~ / a = oCA), for some A E I~k} 

k /' -k We can give to the quotient, S = SR -SR ' a structure of algebra,de-
fining 

¿ 
O~j<k 

a a 1 D~a. D b . 
.. JI x J2 

This is nothing else than to truncate the asymptotic product usually 

defining in SO by ¿ (-i)1 al (modulo S-oo). 
a a! 

According wi th which we said a,t the beginning of Section 2, there is 
defined the bijective algebra homomorphism: 

Jk , Sk 

A , o CA) 

Thus~ it is the same to think about the operatiolls in Jk in terms of 
operators, 'as to think in terms of the symbols of these operators, We 

can say the same thing about the elementary functional calculus that 
we introduced~ that can be denoted: 

where ¡Ci) denotes the i-th power of a, with respect to the asympto

tic product defined in Sk. 

The preceding remarks, are al so val id' for Joo and SOO 

EXAMPLES 3.1. 1) If k = 1, JI has a structure of commutative algebra, 

given in terms of the symbols by: ¡ob = ~o. 

In this case, we, have 8 l CP,¡) 

2) If k = 2, the product in Jk in terms of the symbols, 15 given by: 

a b 
o o 

n 
+ aob l '+ albo - i ¿ 

j=l 

aa ab __ o __ o 

ae. h. 
J J 

For eath i;" 1, it'follows by induction that: 
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~ 

a~ + !(!_l)a~-l a 1- i !(!-1) a!-2 
2 o 

Thus .• 
Oa 

o 

ox. 
J 

We can do the samé, for each value of k. But as k incre¡¡.ses, the cal

culations become too complicated, so that, it is useful to give a ge

neral expression for 0k' We use for this, the asymptotic development 

given in [11 ; the manner in which Strichartz obtain it, does not 

adapt to this case, so it is necessary to give a new proof. 

THEOREM 3.1. If a E SR' given P E P, we have 

L Lj ( -12! [ <:t)jp Cae) a~l o' 
a (j-!) 

j::O !=O !!(j-!) ! 
( 1 ) P (a) 

Proof: As each member in (1) is linear in P, it suffices to prove the 

equality when P(t) = t m , foy sorne m ~ 1. In this case, the second 

member of (1) is: 

If for O ~ h < m fixed, we select in this expression the terms for 

which j-.t = h, we should prove that their sum is a(m) for h = m and 

zeio for O < h < m. 

h is zero, when j =!= O,l, ... ,m. In thJs case, we have: 

m ( - 1 ) j m 
(~)(-l)j am L m(m-l) ... (m-j+1) m m L O + a a 

o j=l i ! 
o o j=O J . 

The only case in which h is m, is j 

tern: is a (m) . 

m, .t = O. The corresponding 

If now, we fix O < h < m, j-! equals h, for the pairs of values: j=m, 

.e. = m-h; j = m-l,.t = m-h-l; ... ; j = h,! = O.The sum of the terms 
with these values of j and !,is: 

m-h 1:..!t. h ( ) m(m-l) ... (m-.t-h+l) am- v a h L 
!=O 

h! 

!!h! o 

am- h oa (h) 
o 

m-h 
¿ 

!=O 
O 
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SO; we have obtained the explicit formula of the functional calculus 
0., Clearly, we al so have: 

---------0k (P,a) 
<; <;j (-1)! d j ! (J" O) 
L L - - [ (-) pea ) a 10 a .- .... 

j::o !=o !!(j-!)! dt o o 

Now, we shall consider the topologies defined in Section 2 in Jk and 

J'''' Using facts about the continuity of the maps 0k and 0"" and Theo

rem 1.1, we shall determine classes of functions to which these functi 
onal calculii can be extended. It is clear that the topologies in Jk -

and J. , are nothing else than the topologies in the corresponding sp~ 

ces of symbols. We take in P the topoloiy of uniform convergence over 
compact sets of R of the function and its derivatives. This topology, 

can be defined by the family of semi-norms: 

d " 
sup I (at)Jp(t)1 

I ti ::N 
<N N 1 ,2, ... 

(P,{PN}),.is a real topological algebra, and its completion is identi

fied with the Fréchet algebra C· = C·(R). 

To show the continuity of 0k in the variable P, is fundamental the re 

mark made by Strichartz in [11 . We shall include the proaf here: 

THEOREM 3.2. For j ~ O fixed, the asymptotia expansion 

(2) 

defines a symboZ of order ~ -j/2. 

Proof: We' admi t far a mament that 

(3) 

has arder ~ -j/2 + I~I 12. 

We can write a = ao + b, with -1 b E SH . Then, 

! ! ! 
.ao = (a-b) = (-1) 

Substituting in (2), we have: 
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If we introduce the new index r = j-i+h, where O ~ h ~ r, O ~ r ~ j, 

since j-i = r-h and i-h = j-r, we have 

j! i! j !i! r! 

(j-i)!i! h!(i-h)! (r-h) !i! (j -r) !h! r! 

Thus, we obtain: 

r 

L 
h=O 

Using the definition of asymptotic product, it is easy to obtain the 

identity: 

(AB) oC 

(_i)181 
¿ 
8 8! 

We use this identity, with A 

Dne deduces tha t: 

(r-h) a . 

Thus, according to (3), the preceding symbol has order ~-j+r-I 81 -r/Z+ 

+ 1131 IZ. This order is ~ -j/Z. 

So, to conclude the result, it remains tú prove (3). 

For s fixed, we seek the terms in ai o n8 a(j-i) , of order -s; each 
x 

such term, consists of a product of at last s ~-derivatives of some 

term in al and s +I~I x-derivatives of sorne term in a(j-i). 

Thus, the coefficient of this term, will be a polynomial in i of de

gree ~ Zs + I ~ I . 

j 
We assert that I (-l)i(l)f(i) 

i=O 

<. j. 

In fact, if h < j, (L)h (t-1)j I 

O if f is a polynomial of degree 

O thus, 
dt t=l 
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o (!L)h (t-1)j I 
dt t=l 

~ j ( _ 1 ) j -! j 
¿ (!)!(!-1) ... (!-h+1) 

!=O 

! (!-1) ... (!-h+ 1), is a polynomial in ! of the form !h + P hU), where 

deg (Ph ) = h-1. 

Then, given a polynomial fe!) of degree < j, since we can write fe!) 

as a linear combination of !h+ Ph (!), for h ~ deg(f), we deduce that 

Lj (-1)! (1) fe!) = O. 
!=O 

Then, if 2s+I~1 j-1, the terms of order -s cancel in the sum (3),and 

so, the order of the symbol will be ~ -j/2 +I~I 12. 

Now, we are in position to prove the main theorem. 

THEOREM 3.3. If we aonsider Jk and P, provided with the topologies 

that wé already have defined. the funational aalaulus 0k is aon

tinuous in ea ah variable. 

Proof: According to Theorem 3.1 and the preceding remarks, w~ can 

write: 

L 
j ~O .t!(j-!)! 

With a polynomial P E P of degreer fixed, we shall prove that 0k is 

continuous in the second variable: 

Let {A} be a sequence, convergent in Jk to some A. m 

With the notation of the preceding section, this means that for each 

IX,~ E Nn , j = 0,1, ... ,k-1, the sequence {Da DI'! a, } converges to 
x 1; J ,m m 

Da DI'! a j , uniformly in Rn x {II;I= n. x 1; 

By the definition of Jk we have: 

! r-----------
~r ~j (-1) [(!L)jp(a )a! loCa + ... +ak_1 m) (j-!) 
¿ ¿ ---- "dt a,m a,m a,m , 

j=O !=o !! (j-!)! 

C' !) ('-!) where (a + ... +a ) J- • means that in the product a J ,we a,m k-1,m m 

are only interested in the terms that involve aa,m"" ,ak- 1 ,m' 

Also, some of them will vanish when passing to the quotient Sk. 

Thus, the symbol of a representative of 0k(P,Am), has an asymptotic 

k-1 
development of the form L 

j=O 

tion of functions of the form: 

c, , where c, is a linear combina-
J,m J,m 
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r+l . illi li ·n ... ···CD.qk- 1 D k-l a.. . ) k~l 
. x ( k-l,m 

for sorne O ,¡;;; s ,¡;;; r, O ,¡;;; l;i 
o 

",¡;;; max(r+1 ,k). 

Since we have 

i=l 

sup 1 D~ D~ a j ,m(x,()1 ,¡;;; Cjaa ' V a,a E Nn , 
x E Rn ,1 (1 =1 

wi th C" Q > O not depending on m, we deduce that for every h =0,1, .••• 
J a" 

----+, O. 
m--+ OO 

With Theorem 3.2, we show that 8 k is also continuous in the first va
riable: 

In fact, since for ~) (1)l d j l (J" l) 
~ O fixed, t.- [(-) pea ) aol o a- . 

l=O .e! (j-.e)! . dt o 

is a symbol of order ,¡;;; -j/2 , the number of derivatives of the polyn2. 

mial P involved by the deyelopment of the symbol for 8 k (P,A), depends 

on k, but not on the degr~e of the polynomial. 

With the preceding notation, we can then write: 

8 k (P ,A) 
2k 
¿ ¿j 

j=O l=O 

For A E Jk fixed, the image. by ao (x,n of Rn x{1 ~I =1}, 

set in R. Thus, given 
exists ~A,h > O and 

a semi-norm k in Jk verify Ph , we 

a semi-norm PN in P, such that: 

CA,h sup I (L)s p(t)1 
1 ti sN " dt 

s ~N 

. , 

Thus, 8 k is al so continuous in the first variable. 

is a bounded 

that there 

V P E P • 

COl{OLLARY 3.1. There exists a unique funational aalaulus 8 k over Jk. 

'with respeat to COO
• Moreover. 8 k is aomplete and aontinuous inea"h 

variable;. if f E COO
• we have: 
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ppoof: We shall make use of Theorem 1.1, Theorem 3.2 and Remark 1.1: 

The existence of a unique functional calculus over Jk , with respect 

to COO , and its compl~teness, are consequences of Theorem 3.2, since 

P is dense in COO , this last space is closed under composition and 

the map 

(f,g) -+ fog 

is continuous in eachvariable. 

By Remark 1.1, to show. that 0k is also continuous in each variable, 
we have to prove that the map 

P , P (A) 

is continuous, uniformly with respect to the bounded sets in Jk . 

This follows from the manner in which we proved the continuity of 0k 

with respect to the variable P in Theorem 3.2. In fact, the constant 

CK h' in the majoration, isof the form: , 

1 ;1 = 1 

where the constants C , do not depend on A. 

Thus, when A belongs to a fixed bounded set in Jk , we can estimate 

this expression uniformly with respect to A. 

Finally, we obtain the asymptotic development of 0k(f,K), for f E COO 

passing to the limit in a sequence {Pm} in P,such that Pm --+ f in. C~ 

We now consider the algebra Joo . 

Its topology, is the initial one induce by the maps Ak : Joo~Jk . 

Thus, making use of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we ha;e for Jm the analogous 

results to Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.1. 

Finally, we shall analyze the classes of regularizing operators A-k 

and A- oo . The case in which k = O~ has no interest, because it corres 

ponds to that of the self-adjoint operators in L(L 2), that was mentio

ned in the introduction. Then, we shall consider k ~ 1. 

For these values of k, A-k fails to be Unitary, ahd thesame happens 

with A- oo We shall construct functionil ~alculii overthem, with res

pect to an algebra F, that do~s not cofitain hon zera cbnstants. Thus, 
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we have to eliminll te the condi tion 1) in Definition 1.1. 

DEFINITION 3.2. Let P o 
{P EPI P(O) OL 

Po is. an ideal in P. If P E Po' there exists a unique Q E P, such 

that we have P(t) tQ(t). Thus, given an operator R in A-k or in A-; 

the operator P(R) RQ(R) = Q{R)R, is respectively in A-k or in A-oo. 
We have then defined elementary functional calculii: 

Po x A-k ___ -+. A-k 

(P ,R) 

P x A-OO -----+. A-OO 
o 

----+. P(R) 

As in the case of Jk or JOO, vle -shall extend these functional calcu.
lii; using continuity arguments. We must replace in Theorem 1.1, P by 
P . 

o 

The same results are valid, with identical proofs. 

DEFINITION 3.3. We introduce the spaces: 

e = {f:R-----+ RI f is continuous}. 

e = {f E el f(t) = tg(t), for some g E e}. 
o . 

e coincides with {f E el feO) = o, f has a derivative in t = O} 
o 

Since far each f E ee " g is uniquely determined,' we can consider in. eo 

the topoiogy defined by the family of semi-norms: 

sup I g(t)1 
I ti < N N" 1,2, ... 

THEOREM 3.4. With the pointwise mul.tipHaation produat, eo i8 a real. 

Fréahet dl.gebra, that aan be identified with t~e aompl.etion of 

(Po,{PN}N)' 

P~oof; If f 1 ,f2 E eo ' we can write in a unique form: 

Thus, 

Thisshows that e is acountably semi-normed topological algebra. 
o 

On the other hand, if We consider in e the topology of uniform conver-

'ir gence oVer compact sets, the map 

.t 
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C l C 
e 

g ) tg 

is a uniform homeomorphism. 

From this, it follows that Ce is a complete space and that Po is den
se in C . 

o 

We mentioned in the introduction, the functional calculus over the 

self-adjoint operators in L(L 2), with respect to C. We shall need so
rne properties of this calculus, to prove the existence of functional 

calculii over A-k and A- oo These properties, will follow from the 

next theorem, that is also a manner of expressing the existence of 

this functional calculus. 

THEOREM 3.5. Let H be a Hilbert space and A be a self-adjoint operator 

in L(H). Then. for P E p. we have: 

IIP(A)II';;; sup I P(t)1 
I ti';;; 11 AII 

where 11 11. means the norm in L (H) • 

Proof: Let s = deg(P). For x E H fixed, we consider the subspace EX 

of H, spanned by x, Ax, ... , ASx. 

In EX x EX , we can define the syrnmetric bounded sesquilinear form: 

Then, there exists a self-adjoint operator BX E L(Ex), that verifies 

Let AX1 , .•. ,A x 
, r 

X 

be the eigenvalues of BX. Then, P(A~), ... ,P(A~ 
x 

are the eigenvalues of P(Bx), 

We can show by induction, that for 1 .;;; j .;;; s, we have: 

Thus, 11 P (A) 11 

For x E H fixed with IIxll H 1, we have: 

I (PCBx)x,x)HI ¡;;; sup , CPCBX)y,y)H' 

YEEX,lIyIlH=l 

, P CA~ )' 
x 
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fór sorne 1 ~ h ~ r • x x 

By the definition of eigenvalue, there exists yX E EX, yX # O, such 

that 

Thus, we have 

I AX 1= 
h 

X 

X X x) (B y ,y H1 

11 xII 2 
y H 

Finally, we can obtain: 

IIP(A)II ~ sup I P(A~ )1 ~ 
IIxIIH=l x 

sup IP(t)1 
I ti ~ IIAII 

COROLLARY 3.2 . .Tf B(H) denotes the reaZ Banaah aZgebra generated by 

,a maximaZ famiZy of seZf-adJoint aommuting operators. aontaining B, 
the map: 

P x B(H) ----+ B(H) 

(P ,A) ----+ P (A) 

can be univoqueZy extended to a fundtionaZ caZcuZus over B(H). with 

respect to C. that is compZete and aontinuous in eaah variabZe. 

Proof: It is easy to show that C is closed under composition and that 

the map (f,g) -+ fog, is continuous in each variable. On the other 
hand, P is dense in C and by the preceding theorem, the map P--+P(A) , 

is continuous from Pinto B(H), uniformly with respect to A in the 
bounded subsets of B(H). Moreover, if we fix P E P , the map A-+ P(A), 

is continuous from B(H) into itself: 

In fact, if Ak--+ A in B(H), given l ;;;. 2, we have: 

l 
Al _ Al = ¿ Al~m (A _ A) Am- l 

o m= 1 k k 

Thus, we can obtain: 

¿l IIAk ll l - mllAk _AIIIIAllm-l 
m=l 

From this, we conclude that peAk) ---+ peA) in B(H). 

Accordingto Theorem 1.1 and Remark 1.'1, the resul t follows. 

THEOREM 3.6. There exists a unique functionaZ caZcuZus ~k over A-k, 

with respect to Co' ~k is compZete and the map 
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(f,R) 

is continuous in each ~ariable. 

Proo/: We shall verify the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 and Remark 1.1, 
with Po in the place of P. 

Let P (t) 

3. S: 

tQ(t) E P , R E A-k be. For lal < k, we have, from Theorem 
o 

IIDaR.Q(R)1I < IID aRII.IIQ(R)1I < 11 DaRII sup I Q(t)1 
I ti < IIRII 

This shows that the map P--+ P(R) is continuous from P to A-k, uni
o 

formly with respect to R in the bounded subsets of A-k. 

Moreover: 

The algebra Co is closed under composition: In fact, if tf1(t) ,tf2 (t) 

belong to Co ' their composition is tf2 (t).f¡ tf 2 (t), that belongs 

alsoto Co ' We can show, with easy calculations that we shall omit, 

that this composition is continuous in each variable. 

Finally, given P(t) -k tQ(t) E Po ' R,R1 E A and lal < k, we have: 

Making use of Corollary 3.2, we conclude that the map 

--> 

R --> P(R) 

is continuous, for P E Po' fixed. 

Thus, we are under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, and we can conclude 

the existence and uniqueness of the complete functional calculus ~k ' 
continuous in the first variable. On the other hand, it follows from 

Remark 1.1 that ~k is also continuous in the second variable. 

We can obtain in an identical form, a unique complete functional cal

culus ~oo over A- oo
, with respec.t to Co ' continuous in each variable. 
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